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Open Theism
2024-03-21

this element shows open theism as a monotheist model of god according to which the future is objectively open ended not just
from the finite perspective of creation but from god s perspective as well this element has three main sections the first
carefully defines open theism distinguishes its major variants compares it to other monotheistic models and summarizes its
history the second develops biblical and philosophical arguments for open theism against its main rivals emphasizing a novel
philosophical argument that a causally open future must also be ontically alethically epistemically and providentially open as
well the third responds to common objections against open theism related to perfect being theology the ethics of risk taking
biblical prophecy and theological tradition

Bound Only Once
2001

open theists like to picture the god of classical christian theism as a distant despotic micro managing sovereign the god of
open theism on the other hand is ready to enter into new experiences and to become deeply involved in helping us cope as we
with him face things we simply did not know would happen they insist that god has knowledge but not all knowledge certainly
not knowledge of the future acts of free beings such open theistic inferences reveal a deep seated devotion to enlightenment
categories and narrow unpoetic imaginations

The Future of Open Theism
2020-04-28

open theism has reached its adolescence how did it get here and where does it go from here since ivp s publication of the
openness of god in 1994 evangelical theology has grappled with the alternative vision of the doctrine of god that open theism
offers responding to critics who claim that it proposes a truncated version of god that fails to account for scripture and denies
many of the traditional attributes of god open theism s proponents contend that its view of god is not only biblically
warranted but also more accurate with a portrayal of god that emphasizes divine love for humanity and responsiveness to
human free will no matter what one s assessment open theism inarguably has made a significant impact on recent theological
discourse now twenty five years later richard rice recounts in this volume the history of open theism from its antecedents and
early developments to its more recent and varied expressions he then considers different directions that open theism might
continue to develop in relation to several primary doctrines of the christian faith
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God in an Open Universe
2011-08-01

since its inception the discussion surrounding open theism has been dominated by polemics on crucial philosophical issues
openness proponents have largely been devoted to explicating the underlying framework and logical arguments supporting
their perspective against competing theological and philosophical perspectives as a result very little constructive work has
been done on the interconnections between open theism and the natural sciences given the central place of sciences in today
s world any perspective that hopes to have a broad impact must necessarily address such disciplines in a sustained and
constructive manner to date such engagements from the openness perspective have been rare god in an open universe
addresses this deficiency this book demonstrates that open theism makes a distinctive and highly fruitful contribution to the
conversation and constructive work occurring between philosophy theology and the sciences the various essays explore
subjects ranging from physics to prayer from special relativity to divine providence from metaphysics to evolution and from
space time to god all who work at the intersection of theology and the sciences will benefit greatly from these essays that
break new ground in this important conversation

Consuming Glory
2006-09-22

in the late 1990s open theism took the theological world by storm advocated by several prominent theologians among them
clark h pinnock the view argues that human beings cannot have a genuine relationship with god if god possesses what
classical theology has affirmed to be exhaustive foreknowledge of future events such foreknowledge open theists claim would
make human freedom and salvation itself meaningless and divine power akin to little more than meaningless cosmic
puppeteering while several works have taken the important step of addressing open theisms scriptural deficiencies in its
denial of gods foreknowledge none have dealt with the vital issue of divine human relationality and how it can be understood
in a classical orthodox framework that maintains such foreknowledge consuming glory remedies that lack by first providing a
fresh critique of open theism using clark pinnock s version of it as representative but then offering a reconstruction of divine
human relationality centered on the biblical principle of christus in nobis christ in us christus in nobis is coupled with an
outworking of meticulous divine providence that serves gods own self glorifying orientation it reverses the relational ordering
advocated in open theism by grounding human love of god theologically rather than anthropologically love of god and divine
human relationality is established precisely because it is gods own self love that is providentially given to us and thus
reciprocated as believers are brought into adoptive communion with the triune godhead drawing on diverse resources
throughout the corpus of historical theology murphy concludes that divine human relationality can be summarized as god
delighting in himself in us
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The Openness of God
2010-02-25

voted one of christianity today s 1995 books of the year the openness of god presents a careful and full orbed argument that
the god known through christ desires responsive relationship with his creatures while it rejects process theology the book
asserts that such classical doctrines as god s immutability impassibility and foreknowledge demand reconsideration the
authors insist that our understanding of god will be more consistently biblical and more true to the actual devotional lives of
christians if we profess that god in grace grants humans significant freedom and enters into relationship with a genuine give
and take dynamic the openness of god is remarkable in its comprehensiveness drawing from the disciplines of biblical
historical systematic and philosophical theology evangelical and other orthodox christian philosophers have promoted the
relational or personalist perspective on god in recent decades now here is the first major attempt to bring the discussion into
the evangelical theological arena

Beyond the Bounds
2003-01-30

everyone who believes in god at all believes that he knows what you and i are going to do tomorrow c s lewis this
understanding of god s foreknowledge has united the church for twenty centuries but advocates of open theism are
presenting a different vision of god and a different view of the future the rise of open theism within evangelicalism has raised
a host of questions was classical theism decisively tainted by greek philosophy how should we understand passages that tell
us that god repents are essentials of biblical christianity like the inerrancy of scripture the trustworthiness of god and the
gospel of christ at stake in this debate where when and why should we draw new boundaries and is open theism beyond them
beyond the bounds brings together a respected team of scholars to examine the latest literature address these questions and
give guidance to the church in this time of controversy contributors include john piper wayne grudem michael s horton bruce
a ware mark r talbot a b caneday stephen j wellum justin taylor paul kjoss helseth chad brand william c davis russell fuller we
have prepared this book to address the issue of boundaries and we pray bring some remedy to the present and impending
pain of embracing open theism as a legitimate christian vision of god as a pastor who longs to be biblical and god centered
and christ exalting and eternally helpful to my people i see open theism as theologically ruinous dishonoring to god belittling
to christ and pastorally hurtful my prayer is that christian leaders will come to see it this way and thus love the church by
counting open theism beyond the bounds of orthodox christian teaching from the foreword by john piper
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Creation Made Free
2010-01-01

open theology offers an advantageous framework for engaging the sciences with its emphasis upon creaturely freedom
relationality realist epistemology and love open theology makes a fruitful dialogue partner with leading fields and theories in
contemporary science in creation made free leading proponents of open theism explore natural and social scientific
dimensions of reality as these dimensions both inform and are informed by open theology important themes addressed
include evolution creation ex nihilo emergence theory biblical cosmology cognitive linguistics quantum theory and
forgiveness

Their God Is Too Small
2003

the philosophy of hans jonas was widely influential in the late twentieth century warning of the potential dangers of
technological progress and its negative effect on humanity and nature jonas advocated greater moral responsibility and
taking this as a starting point leading international scholars and experts on his work suggest original and promising solutions
to current ethical issues within the context of his philosophy the book considers the vital intersection between law and global
ethics and covers issues related to technology and ethics medical ethics religion and environmental ethics

Providence, Evil and the Openness of God
2021-07-16

providence evil and the openness of god is a timely exploration of the philosophical implications of the rapidly growing
theological movement known as open theism or the openness of god william hasker one of the philosophers prominently
associated with this movement presents the strengths of this position in comparison with its main competitors calvinism
process theism and the theory of divine middle knowledge or molinism the author develops alternative approaches to the
problem of evil and to the problem of divine action in the world in particular he argues that believers should not maintain the
view that each and every evil that occurs is permitted by god as a means to a greater good he contends that open theism
makes possible an emphasis on the personalism of divine human interaction in a way that traditional views with their heavy
emphasis on divine control cannot easily match the book concludes with a section of replies to critics in which many of the
objections levelled against open theism are addressed
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Philosophical Essays Against Open Theism
2018-09-03

this new collection of philosophically rigorous essays critiques the interpretation of divine omniscience known as open theism
focusing primarily on philosophically motivated open theism and positing arguments that reject divine knowledge of future
contingents in the face of the dilemma of freedom and foreknowledge the sixteen new essays in this collection written by
some of the most renowned philosophers on the topic of divine providence represent a philosophical attempt to seriously
consider open theism they cover a wide variety of issues including the ontology of time systematic metaphysics perfect being
theology the christian doctrine of the incarnation the problem of evil and the nature of divine knowledge in general
philosophical essays against open theism advances the discussion by wrestling against the assertions of open theism and will
be of interest to both proponents and opponents of this controversial issue

No Other God
2001

provides a basic introduction to the concept of open theism includes a summary of prominent open theist arguments and the
responses to them

God's Lesser Glory
2001

christians throughout history have been strengthened by their confidence that god knows everything about the future
however open theism claims to offer a more biblical and a more practical alternative to traditional views of god s sovereignty
and involvement in our lives bruce ware carefully summarises and critiques this redefinition of the nature of god he provides
an excellent treatment of both classical and open theism explores their implications and pinpoints the subtle ways in which
open theism undermines our trust in god and lessens his glory

Freedom Unlimited
2010-10-18

how are we to understand the freedom for which christ has set us free gal 5 1 could it be that we have barely glimpsed what
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this might mean most theological accounts of freedom frame the discussion in terms of heteronomy or autonomy in the
protestant tradition calvinists are known for championing the former and arminians are credited with advocating the latter
more recently open theists in significantly modifying the arminian paradigm argue that neither tradition provides a satisfying
account of human freedom and propose a more libertarian form of autonomy this book joins the debate at this point not in
order to take sides but to suggest a theology that can get beyond not between the heteronomy and autonomy that seem to
exhaust the present theological options clark pinnock serves as the chief protagonist because of his role as a leading figure in
the openness of god movement because his own development can be described as a pilgrimage from calvinism to arminianism
to open theism the present work is able to offer its sympathetic critique in the form of an invitation that we continue to
journey in the spirit of openness beyond both heteronomy and autonomy towards a view of divine and human freedom that is
covenantal participatory and unlimited

God of the Possible
2000-05-01

through an examination of relevant biblical passages this theologian pastor presents an alternative open view to the classical
doctrine on god s foreknowledge of the future

Frustrating God
2013-09-24

have you ever asked how gods knowledge of the future impacts your life today frustrating god offers a challenge to the
assumptions of open theism and provides answers that are both refreshing and new theologians and laypeople alike have
struggled with the extent gods knowledge the limitations of human free will and the practical implications these ideas have
for everyday life why doesnt god do something about all the evil in the world have you ever tried to answer the question
about gods goodness in light of the fact that people he created will be lost for all eternity how can god answer prayers if he
does not know and may not be able to anticipate the future consequences of those answers how do we resolve the apparent
conflict between human freedom and gods overwhelming power you can find the answer to these and many more questions in
frustrating god in this challenge to the theological view of open theism pastor luis scott offers a radically new alternative to
the seemingly tense relationship between gods foreknowledge and human free will this deepened understanding of gods
nature can enhance your perception of a god so magnificent that the only word to describe our struggle to know him is
frustrating in frustrating god you will begin a journey to a deeper knowledge of the mysterious god of the biblethe god who
baffles us but loves us enough to lay the penalty of sin upon his beloved son
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God's Lesser Glory
2000-11-07

christians throughout history have been strengthened by their confidence that god knows everything about the future but
consider this what if it simply is not true what if god can only rely on his best guess about tomorrow just as you and i do
would it not affect your trust in him your confidence in facing the future your worship and your motivation to leave
everything in his hands and yet this is the consequence that has to be faced if you trust what a number of leading voices in
evangelicalism are proposing under the doctrine of open theism in its redefinition of the nature of divine providence open
theism adjusts the entire picture of god s sovereignty and involvement in our lives bruce ware carefully summarizes and
critiques this dangerous doctrine from a thoroughly biblical perspective providing an excellent treatment of both the classical
and openness views he explores their implications and faithfully pinpoints the subtle ways that open theism undermines our
trust in god and lessens his glory in our lives

God Is Open
2017-02-26

the bible was written by over 35 authors over the course of several millennia what did these authors believe about god is
yahweh of the bible the same god envisioned by modern christianity this book uses critical thinking skills to treat each author
independently in order to reveal their individualized concepts of god did they believe in the negative attributes aseity
simplicity necessity immutability impassibility eternity omniscience omnipotence omnipresence etc explore does god
sometimes regret his own actions does genesis 1 describe god creating the universe from nothing does god punish innocent
people to solve existential questions does god crowdsource ideas to accomplish his goals does god care about how pagans
view him did jesus have different desires than god is god s judgment based on his emotional state is satan a character in the
old testament explore these questions and more as the context of 40 biblical excerpts are examined

Charts on Open Theism and Orthodoxy
2003

a thorough yet concise reference guide to the major issues sources and critiques of the openness of god theory neotheism
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The Evangelical and the Open Theist
2014-08-25

since the publication of the openness of god in 1994 open theism has become a hot topic of debate within evangelical circles
the debate has become so heated in fact that the evangelical theological society brought to a vote a motion to expel some of
its members for adhering to the teachings of open theology what is it about open theism that would inspire opponents to
claim that american christianity is currently engaged in a crucial debate over the doctrine of god and that nothing less than
the biblical orthodox doctrines of god and of salvation are at stake what about its teachings inspire such heated reactions
within the evangelical community this book seeks to explore the tenets of open theism in light of the foundational beliefs of
evangelicalism to determine whether the open theist can legitimately claim the title evangelical by doing so the book seeks to
answer whether in the midst of all the controversy and debate open theists can find their place within the evangelical
community

Evangelism and the Openness of God
2012-12-18

argues that a dynamic concept of god as articulated in open theism better serves the evangelistic mission of the church than
does conventional theology back

God in Motion
2021

provides an assessment of the roots methods claims and significance of open theism in north american evangelicalism in
conversation with contemporary german theology

A Classical Response to Relational Theism
2022-02-17

the classical doctrine of god expresses that the god of the bible is triune a se simple immutable impassible eternal and the
sovereign lord over his creation which he created from himself modern streams of theology within the evangelical circle
continue to promote a doctrine of god that sharply contrasts the classical view the traditional view of god in christian theism
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therefore a critical response to such a theology is needed this study is a comprehensive analysis and sustained critique of
thomas jay oord s open relational doctrine of god oord s model substitutes process metaphysics for classical metaphysics
while attempting to retain foundational christian doctrines that were established within a classical metaphysical framework

Beyond the Bounds
2007

does god know the future or is the future unknowable to even god open theists believe the search for biblical answers will
spark a new revolution are they right arguing that god interacts with his creatures spontaneously the controversial new
movement known as open theism has called classic church theology up for reexamination confronting this view classic theists
maintain that god has complete foreknowledge and that open theist arguments are unorthodox each view has implications for
our vision of the future and of god s dealings with humanity

Examination of Pelagianism and Open Theism
2020-11-23

the classical doctrine of god expresses that the god of the bible is triune a se simple immutable impassible eternal and the
sovereign lord over his creation which he created from himself modern streams of theology within the evangelical circle
continue to promote a doctrine of god that sharply contrasts the classical view the traditional view of god in christian theism
therefore a critical response to such a theology is needed this study is a comprehensive analysis and sustained critique of
thomas jay oord s open relational doctrine of god oord s model substitutes process metaphysics for classical metaphysics
while attempting to retain foundational christian doctrines that were established within a classical metaphysical framework

What Does God Know and When Does He Know It?
2009-08-30

if god is all knowing and all powerful can he in any way be vulnerable to his creation can god be in control of anything at all if
he is not constantly in control of everything john sanders says yes to both of these questions in the god who risks defends his
answer with a careful and challenging argument he first builds his case on an in depth reading of the old and new testaments
then sanders probes philosophical historical and systematic theology for further support and he completes his defense with
considerations drawn from practical theology the god who risks is a profound and often inspiring presentation of relational
theism an understanding of providence in which a personal god enters into genuine give and take relations with his creatures
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with this book sanders not only contributes to serious theological discussion but also enlightens pastors and laypersons who
struggle with questions about suffering evil and human free will

A Classical Response to Relational Theism
2022-02-17

the author s theological inquiry is intended to raise questions of interpretation within the camp of openness theology and to
direct a discussion on the implications of this movement for the charismatic pentecostal community open theism or openness
theology affirms that the universe is open the future is not settled god is essentially relational love and the risks of love and
the threats against it are real the author digs deep into this area of doctrine in order to question how far openness theology is
willing to go is it only the future that is open to god or are there perhaps unknown aspects to the past and present as well
what does god know about sin and when does he know it is it possible for god to be totally absent from a person s life or even
from an entire nation if god can be absent can he also be exceptionally present in the lives of believers what would the divine
presence and the charismata spiritual ministries look like in an open universe

The God Who Risks
2009-09-20

in 1994 clark pinnock along with four other scholars published the openness of god which set out a new evangelical vision of
god one centered on his open relational and responsive love for creation since then the nature of god has been widely
discussed throughout the evangelical community now pinnock returns with most moved mover to once again counter the
classical deterministic view of god and defend the relationality and openness of god this engaging defense of openness
theology begins with an analysis of the current debate followed by an explanation of the misconceptions about openness
theology and a delineation of areas of agreement between classical and openness theologians most moved mover is for all
evangelicals regardless of their viewpoint as it lays out the groundwork for future discussions of the open view of god

God’s Absence and the Charismatic Presence
2017-05-17

this volume provides a contemporary account of classical theism it features 17 original essays from leading scholars that
advance the discussion of classical theism in new and interesting directions it s safe to say that classical theism the view that
god is simple omniscient and the greatest possible being is no longer the assumed view in analytic philosophy of religion it is
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often dismissed as being rooted in outdated metaphysical systems of the sort advanced by ancient and medieval philosophers
the main purpose of this volume is twofold to provide a contemporary account of what classical theism is and to advance the
scholarly discussion about classical theism in section i the contributors offer a clear and cutting edge account of the nature
and existence of the god and the historical and theological foundations of classical theism section ii contains chapters on a
variety of topics such as whether classical theism s doctrine of simplicity needs revision whether simplicity is compatible with
the christian doctrine of the incarnation and whether the hypothesis of a multiplicity of divine ideas is consistent with divine
simplicity among others classical theism will appeal to scholars and advanced students in the philosophy of religion who are
interested in the nature of god chapters 2 and 6 of this book are freely available as downloadable open access pdfs at
taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license

Most Moved Mover
2019-10-01

rarely does a new theological position emerge to account well for life in the world including not only goodness and beauty but
also tragedy and randomness drawing from scripture science philosophy and various theological traditions thomas jay oord
offers a novel theology of providence essential kenosis that emphasizes god s inherently noncoercive love in relation to
creation

Classical Theism
2023-02-10

in 1994 clark pinnock along with four other scholars published the openness of god which set out a new evangelical vision of
god centered on his open relational and responsive love for creation since then dozens of books and articles have been
written to discuss the open view of god it has become a major subject of debate within the evangelical theological society and
christianity today has called for ongoing study of the subject by both classical theists and openness theologians now pinnock
in an effort to continue ongoing conversation returns with most moved mover to defend the open view of god against
criticism most moved mover the most passionate and articulate defense of openness theology to date begins with an analysis
of the heated debate sparked by the publication of the openness of god pinnock then clears up misconceptions about
openness theology points out areas of agreement between classical and openness theologians and lays the groundwork for
future discussions from an insider s perspective pinnock takes readers deep into the openness debate that is shaking the
evangelical movement detailing reactions and replies from thinkers as diverse as millard erickson greg boyd and john
polkinghorne most moved mover is sure to inform all evangelicals regardless of their viewpoint of the latest developments
concerning the open view of god movement it will be required reading in the academy and for church leaders who want to
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keep current with the ongoing evangelical debate about god s nature and attributes

The Uncontrolling Love of God
2015-11-09

this book offers a clear and constructive account of the nature and attributes of god it addresses the doctrine of god from
exegetical historical and constructive theological perspectives bringing the biblical portrayal of god in relationship to the
world into dialogue with prominent philosophical and theological questions the book engages questions such as does god
change does god have emotions does god know the future is god entirely good and loving how can god be one and three
chapters correspond to the major metaphysical and moral attributes of god

Most Moved Mover
2001-10-01

god never changesor does he god has been getting a makeover of late a reinvention that has incited debate and troubled
scholars and laypeople alike modern theological sectors as diverse as radical feminism and the new open theism movement
are attacking the classical christian view of god and vigorously promoting their own images of divinity god under fire refutes
the claim that major attributes of the god of historic christianity are false and outdated this book responds to some
increasingly popular alternate theologies and the ways in which they cast classical christian theism in a negative light
featuring an impressive cast of world class biblical scholars philosophers and apologists god under fire begins by addressing
the question should the god of historic christianity be replaced from there it explores issues as old as time and as new as the
inquest into the openness of god how for instance does god risk relate emote and change does he do these things and if so
why these and other questions are investigated with clarity bringing serious scholarship into popular reach above all this
collection of essays focuses on the nature of god as presented in the scriptures and as christians have believed for centuries
god under fire builds a solid and appealing case for the god of classical christian theism who in recent years as through the
centuries has been the god under fire

Divine Attributes
2021-05-04

concerns both about the nature of free will and about the credibility of theistic belief and commitment have long preoccupied
philosophers in addition there can be no denying that the history of philosophical inquiry into these two issues has been
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dynamic and at least to some degree integrated in a great many cases classical treatments of one have influenced classical
treatments of the other and in a variety of ways without pretending to be able to trace all the historical integrations of these
treatments there is no real question that these philosophical interrelations exist and are worthy of further exploration in
addition contemporary discussions contain more than a few hints of suspicion that theistic belief is adversely affecting the
purity of inquiry into contours of human free will nevertheless until now there has been no volume systematically exploring
the relationship between religious beliefs and various accounts of free will in the contemporary domain with a particular eye
on how the former might be either legitimately or illegitimately affecting the latter this collection fills an important gap in the
current debate here sixteen leading philosophers focus their attention on a crucial point of intellectual intersection with
surprising and illuminating results

God Under Fire
2009-12-15

internationally acclaimed scholars offer a progress report on current evangelical thinking about god s being and attributes in
light of current controversies

Free Will and Theism
2016-05-05

christians generally believe that in prayer they are free in their act to petition god christians also believe that they pray to a
god that is sovereign and omniscient kyle diroberts maintains that explanation as to how one affirms these two truths is
dependent upon one s account of divine providence which determines how motivated the person is to offer petitionary prayer
in the divine human relationship the theories of providence and their understanding of petitionary prayer discussed in this
book include compatibilism hard determinism open theism and middle knowledge each of the theories of divine providence
discussed in this book share a desire to construct a view concerning petitionary prayer that would propel the christian toward
god in relationship and then lead the body of christ to pray without ceasing diroberts argues that middle knowledge is the
preferred theory of providence as it relates to petitionary prayer because for middle knowledge god s sovereignty includes
both his omniscience and libertarian human freedom

Engaging the Doctrine of God
2008-05
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sparked by the openness of god movement the authors irenically debate over the nature of god and divine providence

Prayer, Middle Knowledge, and Divine-Human Interaction
2018-07-27

perspectives on the doctrine of god presents in counterpoint form four basic common beliefs on the doctrine of god that have
developed over the course of church history with a goal of determining which view is most faithful to scripture contributors to
this fifth book in the perspectives series are regent college j i packer chair in theology and philosophy paul helm classical
calvinist perspective editor bruce ware modified calvinist perspective baylor university professor of theology roger olson
classical arminian perspective and hendrix college assistant professor of religion john sanders open theist perspective

Does God Have a Future?
2003

Perspectives on the Doctrine of God
2008-05-15
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